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This is "part two" of the instructional literature that
comes with your Viking sewing machine.

"Part one" is the Operating Manual. Whenever you
want to check which dial to turn or what else to do in
order to make your machine perform a specific sewing
operation, you can look it up in the Operating Manual,
quickly.

The Sewing Manual, which you are now reading,
contains many additional sewing hints that you might
find helpful. By presenting them in this separate booklet
it has been possible to give you more complete information
while keeping the Operating Manual concise for easy
reference.

Together, the Operating Manual and the Sewing
Manual will help you utilize more of the fine Viking
features to the greatest possible advantage.

(0^,&{*nQ.,i*r
Else-Marie Gutarp
Director of the Sewing Academy
at the Viking-Husqvarna Factory,
Huskvarna, Sweden
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If you have a Viking 6000 you can do all the
sewing described in this manual.

With other sewing machine models, which have
fewer features, some sewing jobs are done in a
different way. Your Operating Manual shows the
stitches your machine can sew and the accessories
that are available for it, as standard equipment
or as optional extras.



The sewing area

Maybe you are planning to arrange a special sewing
area in your home. Here are a few suggestions.
A good working table can be easily arranged with the
help of a table-top sized board resting on two drawer
units. The top may be made of wood or covered with
linoleum or similar. A suitable height for a sewing table
is 27 -28 inches.
If you wish to use the working table for cutting and
pressing as well as for sewing, the height should of
course be adjusted so that it is correct for standing
work. For sewing, a sufficiently high chair would then
be required. It could be used with a footstool or a foot
support between the drawer units, as shown in the
picture.
If an ordinary table is to be used for sewing, choose
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one which is not too low. It should be possible to sew

without bending over. A good sewing chair should
support the back, be without arm supports and could
preferably be of the swivel type.
Place the machine at least 4 inches from the edge of the
table and sit in front of the needle.
You should have ample space on the left-hand side for
your work. Place the machine's electric cords so that
they are not in the way. It is best to have illumination
or a window on the left side in addition to the machine
lamp which shines directly down on the work from the
right.
Place the foot pedal in a comfortable position under
the table. Fit a couple of the drawers in the work table
with boxes for the accessories.



Good sewing aids will make your sewing even more
pleasant. There are dressmaking shears with space for
four fingers on one side and your thumb on the other.
The entire length of the shears can then be supported
against the table during cutting. A small pair of thread
scissors should also be within handy reach of the
sewing machine. These scissors should be well-sharpened
and preferably not used for anything but fabric and
thread. In addition, you will need a good tape measure
and a 45o triangle (useful when drawing patterns,
marking buttonholes, laying the pattern along the grain
of the material or cutting bias strips) and, perhaps, even
a little sewing gauge for measuring hems. A skirt marker
is also useful. Pattern paper (strong tissue paper in
sheets or rolls) is used for copying-or altering patterns.
You will also need pins, which should be slender and
sharp, needles of various size, tailor,s chalk or tracing
paper, and a tracing wheel as rvell as a sturdy thimbte.

Cellophane tape-a new sewing aid
Tape-sew is a new Viking sewing idea which saves
time by replacing basting and simplifying many other
sewing jobs. A suitable tape for this purpose is Scotch
Magic Transparent Tape. You can use the tape-sew
method for almost any kind of fabric, but caution
should be exercised with delicate or napped fabrics.
There is a risk that only the nap and not the fabric
itself will fasten to the tape.
You can sew through the tape-sew tape without
causing it to stick to the fabric. You can write on it
and use it several times. It is not sticky and will not
curl. The tape should be stored in a cool place.
The applications are many: when inserting a zipper,
when sewing on buttons or making buttonholes, when
top-stitching, etc.
ln the following sections the Tape-sew method is
described in connection with the various steps in sewing.
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Needle and thread

The upper and lower threads should have the same
thread number and color, unless special sewing effects
are desired, or where otherwise stated or desired. The
higher the thread number, the finer the thread.
In general, size 80-90 needles are suitable for most
purposes. For a finer thread and thin, closely woven
fabrics. a fine needle should be used. A coarser needle
will be required for very thick and stiff fabrics. The
higher the number, the coarser the needle. The
relationship between needle and thread may be seen in
the table.
Viking's needles have a rounded tip and are sometimes
called modified ball point needles. For sewing in

Sewing thread
English or USA

No.

50-60

40-50

40

30

30

Silk thread

100

110

120

Sl nthetic threads usually come only in one thickness. As a

ru1e they' can be sewn with a No. 80 or 90 needle.

certain materials, for example power net (lycra) which
is used for swimwear and girdles, a special needle
u'ith an even rounder tip may be required (a ball point
needle). An ordinary needle is suitable for sewing leather
but a special cutting needle, i. e. a needle incorporating
a minute knife blade in its tip, may be required for
heavier qualities.
There are slotted needles for persons with impaired
vision who find it difficult to thread an ordinary needle.

Thel' are naturally not as strong as ordinary needles

and cannot be manufactured in the finest size.

Never sew with a blunted needle.



General hinB

WRONG

You might wish to make a sewing test on a scrap of the
fabric you intend to sew. Double the fabric and follow
the same grain of the fabric as you intend to sew later.
This is how you can check the thread tension. When
the tension is correct the knot should be between the
layers of fabric. If the lower thread lies straight on the
underside of the fabric, the upper tension is too loose
or the lower tension is too tight. If the upper thread
lies straight, the lower tension is too loose or the upper
tension too tight. In most cases it is sufficient to change
only the top thread tension. Rarely do you need to
adjust the lower thread tension.
Loose tension reduces the strength of the seam, tight
tension causes it to pucker.
Begin a straight seam by lowering the needle in the
center of the seam marking and then lowering the
presser foot. (For zigzag and other stitches, it is pre-
ferable to first lower the presser foot over the center of
the marking and then lower the needle). For especially
thin and soft fabrics, the seam should be started about
1/ro inch from the edge of the fabric to prevent it from
being drawn down into the hole for the needle. If you
wish to extend the seam out to the very edge of the
fabric, sew a few reverse stitches and then hold the
threads behind the presser foot when sewing forward
again.

Start the machinc slowly and increase the speed
gradually. Observe the presser foot to ensure that it
follows an edge or a seam-don't watch the needle!

The best way to hold the labric is illustrated in the
picture. The left hand rests lightly on the fabric and
helps to guide it forward, the right hand holds the edge
of the fabric snd guides the work.
As much as possible, let the machine feed the fabric.
Only guide the fabric toward the presser foot. When
sewing very thick seams you can assist the machine by
lightening the pressure of the presser foot slightly and
carefully leading the material forward.



Marking
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When a garment has been cut, it might be necessary to
transfer the pattern's directions concerning the seams,
position of pockets, etc. to the fabric pieces. This can
be done by "marking".
On cotton fabrics and other simple materials, marking
may be carried out with the aid of marking pup". urd-u
marking wheel, with chalk or a pencil. Foifiner and
more delicate materials, thread can be be used.
By using the Viking marking presser foot you can
eliminate time-consuming handwork. Set the machine
f_or zigzag-stitch length 4 and stitch width l1/z to 2.
Reduce thread tension to the buttonhole symbol, if
you wish.

Pin the pattern pieces to the fabric carefully. Cut
out the darts and other markings on the paper so that
you can sew there. Sew around the pattern, as close to
the edge of the paper as possible. Remove the pattern.
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Pull the pieces of fabric apart and clip the stitches
between the layers of fabric.
The threads now remain in the fabric in the form of
small "tassels" and show where the seams are to be
sewn.
Tape-sew hint. Attach tape pieces to the wrong side of
the pieces of the garment and write the directions on
them, i. e_. "right sleeve", "left sleeve", "upper collar",
etc. The positions of the pockets, buttonholes, etc.,
may also be marked with tape.

Basting

Pin basting saves work when sewing simpler garments.
Place the pins so that they are crosswise of the seam.

Then sew the seam and remove the pins as you come
to them.
If you excercise caution and use fine pins and relatively
long stitches, you can sew right across the pins.
Machine basting facilitates trying on a garment, for
example. Set the pins as described above. Set the
machine for long stitches (3-4) and loose top thread
tension. Sew the parts of the garment together'
Remove the basting by drawing out the lower thread.



Assembling gannents
For assembling garments, i. e. for joining pieces of
fabric, the ordinary straight stitch is no l,onger the only
choice. Many modern fabrics require stronger and moie
stretchable stitches like the Viking elastic straight sritch
(for pressed open seams) and the Viking knit stitch
(stitches seam allowances together).

Some suggestions for obtaining attractive seams:
With straight stitch. 2 is the normal stitch length, but
the structure and weave of different fabrics might
require different length adjustments so that the stitches
will blend attractively into the weaye. Use shorter
stitches for thin fabrics. But remember that excessively
short stitches yield a puckered seam and excessively
long stitches a loose seam.

Wjth the Viking elastic straight stitch. Fine-adjust the
stitch setting by means of the stitch length dial. The
yellow section on this knob comprises the entire
distance between 31 f z and 4. At times it may even be
desirable to set the index mark outside the color
symbol.
Helpful hint: Baste the seams with ordinary straight
stitch, stitch length 4, and with thread of the same
color as the fabric. When you have tried on the gar-
ment, you can "fill in" the seams with elastic straight
stitch. It will not be necessary to remove the basting
thread if you sew exactly along the basted seam.
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With the Viking knit stitch which is also an elastic
stitch, you sew and overcast at the same time. When
you use the knit stitch the seam allowance can be less
thantf r inch. If you wish, you can cut out the garment
with a wider seam allowance. Sew the seam with the
knit stitch (remember that the left-hand edge of the
knit stitch should follow the seam marking) and then
trim the remaining seam allowance along the stitching,
as shown in the picture.

WRONG

You can fine-adjust the knit
length dial.

CORRECT

stitch by turning the stitch

WRONG CORRECT



Top stitching
You can do top stitching and decorative stitching with
ordinary straight stitch, the Yiking elastic straight ,

stitch or with a decorative stitch. The elastic straight
stitch can be used for attractive stitching in all fa6rics,
but is especially suitable when top stitching in knits. ,

When top stitching with buttonhole twist thread you
will need a needle corresponding in size to ths, thread,
100-110. It will consequently make rather large holes
in the fabric.
Anol.her way of obtaining prominent stitching is to
thread two strands in the same needle,
Parallel rows of decorative stitching may be sewn with
the help of the twin needle.



Overcasting
A seam may either be pressed open or the edges may
be cast together. A seam which is pressed open is
somewhat more attractive from the right side. Seams
with the edges overcast together are employed for
simpler garments where a small seam allowance is
desired and for knitted fabrics.

Pressed open seams
It is practical to overcast the edges of every piece of the
garment individually before sewing the garment
together. If it is necessary to adjust a seam and cut
off the seam allorvance, it can easily be overcast again.
On the other hand, armholes and necklines should not
be overcast in advance, unless the fabric is one which
ravels extensively. You may also overcast the seams
during the progress of the work but it is not recom-
mended to sew the garment together completely before
overcasting since it is then more difficult to work on
the seams and the overcasting will be neither attractive
nor effective.
Make sure that the needle sews over the edge of the
fabric. If you use the widesr sritch width (4)-, it wilt be
sufficient if the edge of the fabric follows the notch on
the presser foot. If a smaller stitch width is employed,
determine the correct measurement by sewing a su*pie
seam on a scrap of fabric.

Three-step zigzag has many advantages over ordinary
zigzag when overcasting. It should replace the zigza[
stitch when overcasting thin fabrics since ordinary -
zigzag may tend to cause the edge of the materiai to
curl.
Thick fabrics may be overcast twice with three-step
zigzag in order to fasten the coarse threads in the weave.

The three-step zigzag stitch is especially suitable for
overcasting terry cloth. The result will be stronger and
better if the seam allowances are opened and stitched
down on to the garment. See the chapter .,Sewing

terry cloth" for further details.
Three-step zigzag is even more elastic than ordinary
zigzag. It should therefore be used for overcasting
stretch and knit fabrics, if the seam is to be p.essed
open.
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Seam with edges oYercast together
Place the edges together and overcast both at one time
after you have sewn the seam with straight stitch or
elastic straight stitch. The stitches used for this over-
casting are zigzag, three-step zigzag or knit stitch.

The Yiking knit stitch sews a stretchable seam and
overcasts the seam allowance in one operation. It is

used for all fabrics and garments when a narro\\ 5eanr
is desired. The knit stitch is especially desirable for knit
fabrics, sweater knits, swimsuit fabrics and the like.
Even hand-knit garments can advantageousll be serr r.r

together with the knit stitch.
The knit stitch can also be used for overcasting single
edges in the usual manner. It is especially suited for
fabrics which ravel easily.

Overcasting rvith "picot" is especially suitable for thin,
sheer fabrics. Fold under a narrow edge of the material
and then overcast with zigzag stitches.

Cloth tape binding is an elegant way of finishing off
seams in an unlined coat, for example. Bind the edges
rrith bias tape, using narrow zigzag stitching.
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Making buttonholes

Determine the length of the desired buttonhole by
measuring the button and adding lfe-3/ro inch,
depending on the thickness of the button and the
fabric. The distance from the edge of the garment
should normally be equal to the width of the button.

The position of the buttonhole can be marked with
thread, as illustrated, or with chalk or a cellophrne tape
such as Scotch Magic Mending Tape.

When using tape, check first to ensLtre that the tape
does not damage the fabric. The tapc should preferably
be placed alongside the buttonhole position so that
you do not sew into the tape. However in loosely
knitted fabrics like sweater knits the buttonhole may be
sewn on the tape.

If in doubt, make a trial buttonhole on a scrap of the
material flrst. If the garment has an interfacing the
trial buttonhole should also have one. Cut open the
trial buttonhole and see if the button will go through it.

t4
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You may wish to make a reinforced buttonhole, by
sewing tire "columns" twice as describid in your
Operating Manual, or to make a corded buttonhole, b1
sewing a coarse thread, buttonhole twist thread or
gimp thread into the buttonhole stitching. Corded
buttonholes are recommended whenever you seu' uith
knitted or stretch fabrics. Attach a gimp thread loop as
shown in the picture around the projection at the rear
of the buttonhole foot. Lead the gimp threads to*.ard
you, one in each groove of the presser foot. Louer the
presser foot, and sew the buttonhole as usual.

When the buttonhoie has been finished, puli the loose
ends of the girnp thnead so that the ioop reinforces one
end of the buttonhole. With a hand needie, sew the
loose ends through to the reverse side and tie them.
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Making eyelets Making loops
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With the aid of a special eyelet plare, it is possible to
make eyelets in embroidery. belt holes, etc. Lower the
feed dog. Remove the presser foot and attach the special
eyelet plate by sliding the hooks at the rear of the
eyelet into the feed dog slots and then press down the
front part of the eyelet plate.
Set the stitch selector at the left-hand starting position,
stich width at 3 or 4. and use the low gear for easier speed
control. Use an embroidery hoop for thin fabrics. This
is not necessary for thicker, stiffer fabrics. Carefully cut
or punch a small hole in the fabric with the seam ripper
(awl) and fit it over the stud on the plate. Ensure that
the hole is small and fits snugly over the stud. Lower
the presser foot lever. Draw up the bottom thread,
holding both thread ends and sew over them when the
needle alternately sews in rhe stud hole and the fabric.
You may use the button reed to protect your fingers.
Rotate the work very slowly and sew the stitches close
together in order to obtain an attractive eyelet. Cut off
both of the loose starting thread ends just before the
eyelet is completed.
The eyelet may be sewn with greatcr intervals between
stitches the first time around and then a second time
with stitches closer together. The closeness of the stitches
depends on how slowly you rotate the fabric and
the speed of the machine.

=
Loops may be made on the machine as follows: Change
to the raised seam presser foot and the cord guide.
Lower the feed dog. Set the machine on zigzag, stitch
width 2, and loose top thread tension. Use buttonhole
twist, light cord or ordinary store string as a gimp
thread and place it under the cord guide and presser foor
Use fine thread, preferably embroidery cotton, as both
upper and lower threads.
Sew over the gimp thread with zigzag as you carefully
and slowly draw the gimp forward by hand. Remember.
the feed dog is lowered, so the closeness of the stitches
will depend on the pace at which you draw the gimp
thread. It is easier to sew the stitches somewhat farther
apart and to sew along the gimp thread twice.

The resulting thread loop can be used for belts or can
form button loops. It can be attached with zigzag
stitching. Along an edge it can be attached before the
facing is sewn on.t6



Sewing on buttors, buckles, etc.

Not only buttons but also rings, larger hooks and e1es.

etc. may be sewn on by machine. Remove the presser
foot, permitting only the presser foot "ankle" to remain
Lower the feed dog. Set the stitch selector in the
left-hand position and test to find the correct stitch
width. Sew on the button, ring or buckle u'ith 7 or 8

stitches. Finally, you may fasten the thread b1' setting
the stitch width knob at 0 and sewing several stitches in
the same place.

The button or buckle may also be held in place with
tape before being placed under the presser bar (provided
that the particular fabric is not damaged by the tape,
test it first). If you wish to have a thread stem or
"shankl' under the button, use the button reed.

l7



Gathering

Gathering with increased stitch length is the most
common method..The best results are obtained if the
stitch length is only increased to approximately 3 or
3rf z and the upper thread tension is loosened slightly.
Two rows of gathering stitches are sewn side by
side-the lower threads from both rows are drawn
simultaneously to effect gathering.

Gathering by zigzagging oyer a coarse thread (sewing
thread or buttonhole twist) gives a more durable result,
for instance at a skirt waistline. This method is useful
for the gathering of very wide or longer pieces where
the gathering thread might tend to break. Two rows
of gathering stitches should be sewn for more uniform
gathering.
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Easing the fullness by gathering alter zigzagging over a
cord or gimp can be done at the lower edge of a
circular skirt in order to reduce the circumference
slightly for hemming, and also when making a pocket
with rounded corners. The gimp should just barely run
smoothly in the stitching but naturally must not be
stitched down. Recommended setting: stitch length 1,
stitch width 1.5.



Gathering with elastic cord gives soft, stretchable
gathering for use on blouses, children's garments and
nightwear. Hold the elastic cord in a firm grip both in
front of and behind the presser foot and stretch the
elastic-not the fabric! The zigzag stitch should be
wide enough so that the elastic cord can glide u'ithin it
and the gathers be uniformly distributed when the uork
is flnished. Stitch length 2.5 and stitch width 2 are
usually sufficient.

Gathering with flat elastic is more decorative if the
elastic is attached with three-step zigzag. Stretch the
elastic both in front of and behind the presser foot and
sew along the center of the elastic. Of course, the elastic
should be uniformly stretched along its entire length.

Smocking. Gather by sewing several rows of straight
stitches as explained under the first picture on page 18.

Then sew decorative stitches between the rows of
gathering thread to decorate the smocking.

Elastic smocking can be obtained by sewing several
rows of zigzag over elastia cord. Don't stretch the
elastic cord until you have finished all the rows of
stitching.
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Cloth bound edges and facings
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A simple method is to use ready-made double-fold bias
tape. If the tape is to be sewn along a curved edge it
should be pre-shaped. Encase the edge of the fabric
with the bias, as shown in the picture. The wider fold
should face the wrong side of the fabric. Sew the bias
on with a straight stitch, zigzag, three-step zigzag or
decorative stitch.

If you have a woven seam binding just fold it over the
edge of the fabric and sew it on in the same way.

Another method is to use ready-made single-fold bias
tape or to cut bias strips from the fabric. Fold the strips
down the middle and press along the length. Place the
strip on the "right" side of the garment with the cut
edges together. Sew the bias strip on with a seam
allowance of approximately tf a inch. (Left picture).
Then fold the strip to the "wrong" (reverse) side of the
fabric leaving 1/s inch of the strip visible on the front
of the fabric. Fasten the strip to the reverse side by
stitching from the right side. (Middle picture.)
If desired, the entire width of the strip can be turned
under so that it is not visible on the "right" side. It is
then stitched down as close to the edge as possible.
(Right picture.) In this case the strip may be cut
narrower from the beginning.
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This method is better f or somewhat stiffer fabrics:
Cut bias strips 3/a inch or wider. Overcast one length-
wise edge and sew the strip to the garment, right sides
together, with 1/a inch seam allowance. (Left pictirre.)
Turn the overcast edge of the strip to.the reverse side
of the garment leaving 1/a inch of the strip visible on
the right side. Stitch from the right side. (Middle
picture.)
Also when using this method the entire width of the
strip can be turned under. (Right picture.)

If you do not want the stitches to be visible on the
right side, the facing strip may be sewn down'(under-
stitched) through the seam allowance only. Press well
and fasten on the reverse side with a few hand stitches.

There are also special
be employed for both
up to I inch in width.

tape binding devices which can
prefolded and unfolded bias tapes
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Zipfr mder the left-hand edge of the
opening
Baste the opening together by machine
using long stitches and loose top
thread tension. Leave approximately
3,rq inch open at the top of the opening.
Insert the zipper presser foot so that
it is to the left of the needle.
Fold the rear seam allowance l/a inch
from the basted seam and sew it to
the right-hand edge of the zipper, but
reverse the work and sew from the
bottom upwards. The zipper should
be closed from the beginning. Stop
the machine with the needle down in
the fabric about 3/a inch from the end
of the seam and lift the presser foot,
open the zipper so that the slide is
back of the needle, lower the presser
foot and finish the seam.

Turn the presser foot so that it is to
the right of the needle. Turn the
garment and sew on the other side of
the zipper from the "right" side. Begin
with a cross-seam at the lower edge
and then sew from the bottom up-
wards. Remove the basting.

22



Zipper under the center of the opening.
Baste the opening together by machine
ri'ith long stitches and loose top ten-
sion. Leave about 3/a inch open at the
top of the opening. Press the seam
open and baste the zippt under the
seam by hand. Change to the zipper
presser foot setting it to the left of
the needle.
Sew the left-hand edge from the
bottom upwards, leaving the zipper
closed at first. Before the seam is
finished, stop with the needle down in
the fabric, lift the presser foot, open
the zipper so that the slide is back of
the needle, lower the presser foot and
finish the seam.

Turn the presser foot so that it is to
the right of the needle. Start by
sewing a seam across the bottom to
join the two long seams. Then sew thc
right side in the same manner as the
left. Remove the basting.
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A suitable tape is Scotch Magic
Transparent Tape which fastens
without being sticky.
You can use the tape-sew method for
almost all types of fabric. However,
exercise caution with delicate or
napped materials. Test the tape on a
scrap of the fabric first.

Zipper under the left-hand edge of the
opening
Baste the opening together by machine
using long stitches and loose top
thread tension. Leave at least 3/r inch
seam allowance. Press the seam open.
Sew a row of stitching on the "right
side" of the fabric about 3/r inch from
the left-hand (front) edge of the
opening, also stitching through the
seam allowance. Remove the basting.

Change to the zipper presser foot.
Turn the presser foot so that it is to
the left of the needle. Attach a strip
of tape to the back of the right-hand
zipper fabric band. The tape should
only extend some l/s inch onto the
zipper band.

Attach the zipper to the part of the
opening which has not been stitched
with the help of the tape. Work from
the right side of the garment. Place
the teeth of the zipper as close to the
fold as possible, but they should still
be entirely visible.

24

Seuring in zippers: a Thpe-sevv method
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Turn the garment wrong side out.
Unfold the pressed seam allowance.
Begin to sew from the bottom up-
uards but do not sew through the
tape. Sew on the zipper with a row of
stitching in the fold. Remove the tape.

Now tape the opening together from
the right side so that the edges of the
opening overlap slightly (at least
t/e inch).

Turn the presser foot so that it is to
the right of the needle. Turn the
garment wrong side out. Fold back

1 the fabric and sew as closely as
I possible to the stitching through the
I seam allowance. Sew from the bottom
I up*urds. lf it is difficult to pass the

zipper slide, stop an inch or so from
the end of the opening, remove the
tape and pull down the slide. This
simplifies the work. Finish sewing and
fasten the threads.
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Zipper under the center of the opening
Baste the opening together by machine
using long stitches and loose top
thread tension. Ensure that there is at
least 3/+ inch seam allowance. Press
the seam open. Top-stitch around the
opening, keeping about 1/+ inch from
the basted seam, sewing from the
right side and also through the seam
ailowance. Remove the bastins:

Change over to the zipper presser
foot. Turn the presser foot so that it
is to the left of the needle. Attach a
piece of tape to the reverse side of the
zipper tape. The tape may only
extendl/s inch or so onto the fabric
band along the zipper.

26



Attach the zipper to one edge of the
opening with the help of the tape.
More than half of the zipper shall be
covered by the edge of the opening.

Turn the garment wrong side out and
fold back the fabric. Sew from the
bottom upwards as close to the
stitching through the seam allowance
as possible.
Stop the machine just before the seam
is completed and draw down the
slide. Finish sewing and fasten the
threads. Remove the tape. Turn the
presser foot and repeat in the same
manner for the other edge of the
opening.
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Hemming

Blindstitching is time-saving-after you have acquired
some practice. The thicker and softer the fabric, the
less visible the stitching.
Viking gives you two types of blindstitching for
hemming. Illustrated above is the regular blindstitch
for regular fabrics.

This is the elastic blindstitch. It should be used for
knitted and stretch-type fabrics.

In thin fabrics, the hem is folded double but for thicker
fabrics the edge is overcast first and the hem is then
folded once. In order to avoid a distinct line when
hemming some thin fabrics it is advisable to reduce the
pressure on the presser foot.
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Hemmers
You will find a hemmer useful when se*'ing long hems
in fabrics which are not excessively thick, There are
hemmers for sfae and 3/ro inch hems as uel1 as fot a 1 ro

inch wide rolled hem and a 1f a inch shell stitch hem.

The edge to be hemmed should be trimmed and straight.
Fold over the edge twice-for the 3/ro inch hemmer
first fold over a little less than 3/io inch and then a little
more. It is only necessary to fold in this manner at
the beginning of the hem. Then the hemmer riill take
care of the folding if you guide the fabric properly as

described in the following. Practice first.

Insert the folded edge of the fabric into the hemmer so

rhat it is well under the presser foot. Lower the presser
foot. Sew a stitch where the hem starts. Hold the loose
ends of the thread firmly to the rear of the presser
foot. Lift the hemmer in order to insert the edge of the
fabric in the "funnel" of the hemmer.
Hold the fabric as shown in the illustration and let the
machine feed the fabric. If the edge of the fabric tends
to glide out of the hemmer, guide it slightly to the right.
If too much fabric enters the hemmer, pull it slightly
to the left.

Pivoting corners with the hemmer is only possible on
thin fabrics. When the first edge has been hemmed,
remove the work from the machine. Fold the fabric in
the same way as before but cut off the corner so that it
will not be too thick.
Rolled hems. Instead of folding the hem when starting,
roll it and then insert it in the hemmer in the same way.
Sew with zigzag, stitch length about 2 and stitch width
about 3 or more. Make sure that the zigzag sews over
the entire width of the hem. The upper thread tension
can be increased.
Shell stitch hem is sewn with zigzag and an increased
upper thread tension. lt is more suitable for thin fabrics.
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Sewing terry cloth
Terry cloth is a rather loosely woven fabric in which
seams easily break and where hems are frequently thick
and clumsy. Here are a few suggestions for getting
the best results when sewing in terry cloth:

When overcasting proceed as follows: Sew the garment
together leaving tlr-'lo inch seam allowances. Trim
the seams so that they do not ravel. Fold back the seam
allowances and sew the edges down against the
garment with three-step zigzag.
Even though the stitching goes through to the right
side of the garment, it is almost invisible and is
attractive even on the wrong side.

If you wish to reinforce the seam even further, you can:
After sewing and overcasting as described above, turn
the garment right side out and, from the right side, sew
a three-step zigzag along the center of the joining seam.
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as durable as the previous method:
Lap seam allowances one over the other, matching seam
lines. Sew over both edges together against the garment
with three-step zigzag, once from the right side and the
second time from the u'rong side. Suitable for shoulder
seams, piecing of the reverse side of a collar, etc.

When hemming terry cloth garments, it is only
necessary to turn the hem once and sew with three-step
zigzag. This gives a smooth and flexible hem.
Necklines and armholes are finished in a similar manner.
Turn the hem once and sew down with three-step
zigzag.
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Or sew on a bias strip, right sides togerher. Then turn
it against the wrong side and serl it do*n urth three-
step zigzag.

A gimp thread should be incorporated in the buttonhole
to prevent buttonholes in terry cioth from stretching.
The thread is then drawn together and the ends fastened
on the wrong side. The thread loop should 1ie against
the outer edge of the buttonhole as an ertra reinforce-
ment against wear by the button.
Stretch terry is terry cloth which is knitted instead of
\\'oven. This makes it very stretchable. The most
suitable stitch for sewing in stretch terry is the Viking
knit stitch. It is used for joining seams, for sewing on
edgings and tapes, collars, etc. If you have a different
se*ing machine model, use the stitches recommended
for this work in your operating manual.

Hems around the neckline and armhole are sewn ln
the same way as for ordinary terry cloth. The edge

should be turned over and sewn down by three-step
zigzag. Buttonholes should include a gimp thread.

Zipper in terry cloth
Zippers are most easily sewn in terry cloth and stretch
terry as follows: Fold under the edges of the opening
so that the zipper is visible. Pin it on and sew from the
right side of the garment with three-step zigzag. In this
way you will prevent terry cloth loops from fastening in
the zipper when being opened or closed.
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Sewing knitted and sfuetch-tJrpe fabrics
These tvpes of fabric account for well over 50 per cent
of all garments made.
Common to all of them is that they are stretchable and
therefore require elastic seams, such as the elastic
straight stitch, the knit stitch and the elastic blind-
stitch-all available on the Viking 6000.

Elastic straight Knit stitch
stitch

Elastic blindstitch

For assembling a garment of a knitted fabric it is most
suitable to use the elastic straight stitch or the knit
stitch. Elastic straight stitch is used when you want
open-pressed seam allowances. The knit stitch sews the
parts together and finishes the seam allowance in one
operation.

Elastic straight stitch
After selecting the elastic straight stitch it is still possible
to make slight adjustments to the stitch length. It may
sometimes even be desirable to set the index mark
outside the color symbol. The upper tcnsion can be
loosened somewhat (to about 4) for knits with a higher
degree of stretchability.
Helpful hint: Baste the seams with ordinary straight
stitch, stitch length 4 and thread the same color as thc
fabric. When you have tried on the garment, you can
"fill in" the seams with elastic straight stitch. It is not
necessary to remove the basting thread if you sew
exactly along the basted seam.

You can use the Viking elastic straight stitch for
decorative top stitching as well. It might be desirable to
loosen the upper thread tension a little.

For sharper creases (in trousers, etc.) in double knits
you can sew them with a twin needle using the elastic
straight stitch. Use the raised seam presser foot and the
gimp guide but do not use a gimp thread. Sew the
trouser creases before joining the side and inner leg
seams.
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t hree-step zigzag
\lany double knits do not require overcasting, but
uhen required use the three-step zigzag. Test by pulling
along the edge of a scrap of material and see whether it
ravels or if "runners" are formed.

Knit stitch
After selecting the knit stitch you still are free to
adjust the stitch length and the stitch riidth.
Knit stitch seam allowances are usualli about r/+ inch.
Of course, the garment may be cut out using a pattern
which calls for the wider s/a inch seam allo*ance. ln
this case, make sure that the left-hand edge of the knit
stitch follows the seam line. Then trim a*av the surplus
allowance.
Also use the Viking knit stitch wherever you want
.l narrow or supple seam. Use the knit stitch for sewing
on collars, cuffs, flaps, pockets. belt loops, etc. Facings
are also sewn on with the knit stitch.

Fl,lastic blindstitch
The Viking elastic blindstitch is ideal for hemming
knits and other stretchable fabrics.
Most knit garments require no lining (exceptions: coats.
suit jackets). When used, linings should have extra
fullness to allow the fabric to stretch and recover freely.
It is usually better to make a separate slip or petticoat.
Buttonholes in knitted fabrics should be corded so that
they will not stretch out of shape during usage.



Sewing srveater knits
Some hints for sewing sweater knits:
Use the knit stitch, the elastic straight stitch and. the
elastic blindstitch described in the previous chapter.
Reduce pressure on the presser fool about 1r/z itops.
Use the-roller presser foot if you find the regular
presser foot catches in the loops of the knittid fabric.

When basting pockets and small pieces, it is easy to
use tape.

Instead of using pins
fabric, clips or small
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which might "disappear,, in the
clamps may be used to baste.

When sewing a button onto knitted material you may
place a piece of tape on the fabric so that the button
does not sink down. Place the button over the tape,
tape it fast and sew right through the tape.

Making buttonholes in sweater knit fabrics is simplified
by placing a piece of tape where the buttonholes ire to
be located and then sewing through the tape.



Sewing s5mthetic fabrics
--: najority of synthetic fabrics do not present any
:..,.in-q problem. For examplc, double knits of synthetic
:-,3terial, such as nylon or polyester, are sewn in the
>.rme way as cotton or woolen double knits.
In the case of certain types of fabrics made with
srnthetic yarns, a few recommendations may be
advisable.
Use a fine sewing machine needle and fine thread.
The thread may be mercerised cotton or synthetic thread.
Some synthetic threads are extremely elastic and stretch
ercessively during sewing. After such a thread is sewn
into the seam it resumes its ordinary length and
pr.rckers the seam. Try to avoid thread which stretches
ercessively. [n some synthetics it helps to use longer
stitches or looser thread tension.

\ylon, tricot and lingerie type fabrics
In general, these fabrics should be sewn with a fine
sewing machine needle that has a slightly rounded
point a modified ball point needle, such as Viking's
standard needle. The point must be unddrmaged, of
course.
In general, normal presser foot pressure may be used,
but an increased pressure helps to eliminate skipped
stitches.

Nylon tricot and lingerie type fabrics have a tendency
to "follow along" (move upward and downward with
the needle) and tend to produce a skipped stitch. To
counteract this you can purchase a special lingerie
presser foot which has a smaller opening at the bottom
and therefore presses down the fabric better.
These thin and stretchable fabrics are more easily drawn
down into the needle hole at the beginning of a seam.
Therefore, grip the loose ends of both threads and hold
them firmly at the rear until the scam is started.

*d

Stiffer fabrics are sewn with the Viking knit stitch,
thinner fabrics with a fine zigzag.
An attractive edging is obtained by blindstitching (shell
stitching over a narrow folded edge).

Elastic bands arrd lace can
three-step z-igzag.

be sewn on with zigzag or
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Power net (fabric with Lycra)
These are woven or knitted fabrics in which the yarn
has an added strong, elastic fibre making the fabiic
suitable for girdles and swimsuits.
Use a No. 80 or No. 90 needle with a modified
point (Viking's standard needle). A needle with
more rounded point (called a ballpoint needle)
required for certain power nets.
In many cases a somewhat increased
presser foot is required when sewing
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The stitches which are suitable for these fabrics are zigzag.
three step zigzag, elastic straight stitch and elastic
decorative stitches. For erample, the pieces can be sewn
together with the Viking elastic straight stitch or a
narrow ztgzag. The seam allowances can be pressed
open and sewn down with a decorative elastic stitch.
Lace, trim, elastic bands and hose supporters can be
sewn on with zigzag or three step zigzag.

ball
an even
may be

pressure on the
these materials.



Sewing leather and irnitation leather

Leather
If the leather to be used is thin and flimsy ir is *ise to
place a facing on the reverse side.
A special cutting needle is available for leather but an
ordinary sewing machine needle is usualll quite
satisfactory.
Do not sew with excessively short stitches. They' per-
forate and weaken the leather. Stitch len_sth 2 or 3 is
usually suitable for ordinary straight stitch.
Some types of leather will tend to adhere to the presser
foot or machine table. Place a thin paper under the
leather or attach the glide plate under the presser
foot.
Use cotton thread for sewing decorative stitch patterns
onto leather. The stitches should not be too short when
sewing patterns or zigzag.

Pins should be avoided when sewing in leather srnce
they leave marks. Use small clamps or clips instead. Be
careful when using tape on leather.

Imitation leathers and fabric-backed plastics
ln general, the same rules apply for imitation leathers
and fabric-backed plastics as for sewing leather. It is

best to use a fine sewing machine needle. A roller
presser foot, or a glide plate prevents some plastics
from adhering to the presser foot. A thin paper may be
placed under the work if it adheres to the machine
table. If you frequently sew in such material, you can
obtain a silicon spray and spray the table. Tape may be
used on most of these materials but test it first on a

scrap of the material.

In general, both leather and imitation leathers can be
pressed. Set the iron on "wool". Press lightly, use a
pressing cloth and do not let the iron stand still for a

longer period in one place. Never press on tape.
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Decorative stitches
Thread
Ii . n,r:e pi-.rrt:nent embroidery is desired, two threads
::... 3c iil:-e"ded ihrough rhe thread guide and the eye of
:i'": :e:c..e. if : crrarse thread which cannot be threadedi::.-Si :he ere of the needle is to be used. this thread
::;-' be 1\truod onto the bobbin for use as a lower
t:::ai and rhe embroidery done from the wrong side
c,f ::le fabric. \,1etal thread may be used in the same
m3nner. \\'hen spooling a heavier thread or metallic
rhread onto the bobbin, hold the spool of thread in your
hand and let it wind directly onto the bobbin without
running the thread through the thread gr.ride.

Backing the fabric
Ahvays m1k9 a sample of the embroidery on a scrap of
the fabric before sewing on the fabric itself. Remember
that the scrap should be of the same fabric you intend
to. sew._Thin or closely woven fabrics wrinkle easily
rvhen close embroidery stitches are used. In such cises,
back the fabric with something to give it more body.

Fine adjustments
Sometimes better results are obtained by decreasing the
upper thread tension to the buttonhole symbol.
Adjust the closeness of the stitch pattern with the help
of the stitch length dial. Don't use too short a stitch-
length if the embroidery is to pass over a seam where
the fabric is thick.

Starting a seam
Ensure that there is sufficient thread on both the spool
of thread and the bobbin before starting to sew a l,ong
row of decorative embroidery stitches. Always start
about r/ro inch from the edge of the fabric. fhere is
otherwise a risk that the edge will be drawn down into
the needle hole and the stitching will form a lump.

"Splicing" a seam
If the thread should break, proceed as follows: Take .
scrap of material and sew until you come to the eraci
place in the pattern where the thread broke. Stop there
and-remove the scrap. Set the needle in the original
work exactly where the embroidery stopped and conti_
nue to sew. Then pull the threads down onto the wrone
side and tie them.
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Borders
Borders of decorative stitching can be composed of only
one type of decorative stitching or of several different
decorative stitches side by side. If a symmetrical border is
to be sewn, always start with the middle row. The next
rows of stitching are then sewn on each side of the
center row of stitching. Continue outwards, row by row.
Remember that if the decorative stitches are unsymme-
trical in themselves, you must turn the work when you
sew the other side. Use the edge guide to obtain straight
rows.
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Twin needle
Decorative stitches may also be sewn with the twin
needle, but in such a case you cannot utilize the full
stitch width. If there is s/oa inch between the needles,
you can set the stitch width at a maximum of 2.5, for
1/s inch distance between the needles at 1.5 and with
s/:z inch distance between the needles, you can only sew
a straight stitch. It is advisable to check the width
setting by slowly turning the handwheel to see that the
needles do not strike the needle plate. Of course, the
same basic principle applies if you happen to be using a
triple needle.

Designs
A pattern outline may be lightly traced onto the fabric
with a pencil or transferred with marking paper and
tracing wheel. If you are afraid that the marking will be
visible on the right side, you can instead trace the
pattern on the wrong side of the fabric. Seu'ing is then
done on the "wrong side" with a hard top thread tension
and loose lower thread tension. To adapt the pattern
to the marking, proceed as described for a broken thread.
The work can to adyantage be stretched in a hoop.
Decide whether you can perhaps carry out the decora-
tion in the form of a pocket, appliqu6. etc. This will
make the work easier to handle.

Edging
Some of the decorative stitch patterns are especially
suitable for edging tablecloths, napkins, collars, etc. If
it is a closely stitched pattern, you can turn the edge to
the back of the fabric and then sew the decorative
stitch on the fold. Then trim the excess fabric on the
wrong side of the material. If a more "open" embroidery
stitch is used, the edge must be overcast before folding.
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Raised seams (pintucks)

Raised seams are sewn with the help of the twin needle
and the raised seam presser foot. The thread tension
can be somewhat tighter than normal. The tighter
the tension, the more pronounced will be the raised
effect. The gimp thread (for example fine cotton yarn
or for coarse fabrics a thin cotton string) makes the
seam more prominent and durable. When sewing
several rows of raised seams, the grooves on the
underside of the presser foot serve as guides. Also use
the raised seam presser foot for sewing decorative
stitches in combination with raised seams.

When turning a corner with a twin needle, lower the
needle so that the points barely touch the work, turn
the work half way, sew one stitch, stop in the same
manner and turn the work again until the corner is
finished.
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If sewn with elastic straight stitch the raised
seam will be elastic and can also be used for knitted
and other stretch-type fabrics.



Appliqu6s

You can either cut out the figures before sewing them
on or you can draw the figure. sew it onto the garment
and then trim the contours by cutting close to the
stitching.
Attach the pieces with tape or pins. Sew them on by
machine using a longzigzag stitch. Then stitch around
the contours a second time with a short zigzag stitch.
The stitch length should bc adjusted so that the fabric
feeds smoothly. To get you started, you can usually
baste with stitch length l, stitch width 1.5, and then
do the contour stitching, with stitch length 0.3, stitch
u,idth 2 or more.

A raised contour outline can be obtained by incorporat-
ing a gimp thread when the contour stitching is done.

Appliqu6s may also be sewn on using one of the many
decorative stitch patterns.
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The remaining fabric
edge under the lace is
then trimmed off close
to the stitching.

Fold the fabric back
on the reverse side and
sew again from the
right side, this time
using a slightly shorrer
length zigzag.

Fold a hem or trim on
the reverse side.

If the hem has already been made, the
lace may be placed edge to edge with the
finished hem and sewn on with a three-
step zigzag. The needle should sew
alternately in the fabric and the lace.

IraCe

A simple method of
attaching lace is to
place the lace 1iz inch
or so in on the fabric
and sew it with a short
narrow zigzag or a
decorative stitch.

The seam will be more
durable if the lace is
first placed 3/a inch in
on the fabric and
"basted" with a long
zigzag stitch.
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If the lace is to be
inserted, proceed as
follows: Place the lace in
position on the fabric.
Baste it on both sides
with long zigzag stitches.

Cut open the fabric on the
reverse side in the center
between the two rows of
stitchings: Fold the edge
of the material back
against the reverse side and
sew once again from the
right side of the fabric with
a shorter length zigzag.

If invisible seams are desired in lace or if a lace fabric
is to be pieced, the pieces should be placed over each
other, so that the fabric pattern "matches" and then
sew with zigzag. Trim close to the stitching.

Stitch setting
The stitch setting should be adapted to the thickness of
the fabric and the lace. For relatively sheer fabrics, the
following setting may be suitable.:
For basting: stitch length l, stitch width 1.5.
For sewing on: stitch length 0.3, stitch width 2.
The raised seam presser foot may be used to obtain a
more prominent seam. A gimp thread may also be
incorporated in the seam.

Trim the fabric edges on the reverse side close to the
seams,
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Monograms

A simple way of monogramming is to use the appliqu6
technique. Cut out the letters and sew them on in the
same manner as described in the chapter "Appliqu6s".

Monograms may also be made with cloth tape. Form
the tape in the shape of a letter and attach it with pins or
Scotch Magic Transparent Tape. Set the machine on
zigzag, stitch length 1.5 and stitch width 1.5. Engage
the low gear and sew around the edges.
If a prominent contour is desired, sew around the edge
once more with a close zigzag, stitch length 0.3, stitch
width 2 and include a gimp thread in the stitching.
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Another method is to form the letter with yarn. Select
a simple type of monogranl in the beginning. The
picture shows a more complicated monogram.
Draw the monogram on thin transparent paper and pin
or tape it in place. Sew a straight stitch seam in the
line which you have drawn on the paper. Tear off the
paper.
Set the machine at zigzag. The stitch width should be
adjusted so that it stitches on both sides of the yarn.
A stitch width of approximately 1.75 is generally
suitable for fine cotton yarn. The stitch length may be
as large as the stitch width.
Engage the low gear so as to leave both hands free to
guide the material.
Guide the yarn along the contour of the monogram and
sew over it with zigzag stitch.
Both at the beginning and end of the work, an er.rd of
yarn should be left which is long enough to be threaded
into a needle. Draw both the yarn and the ends of the
thread through to the reverse side of the fabric and
fasten them by threading them back into the zigz,ag
seam.



Free-hand monograms and embroidery

i

For most people free motion embroidery and mono-
gramming requires some practice.
Practice the technique by sewing circles and figures
entirely by free-hand. When you have gained a little
experience, you can draw designs or monograms and
sew as described below.
Stretch the fabric in a hoop or face it with interfacing.
Draw the pattern or monogram on ri55ue paper. pin it
to the fabric and sew the outline with straight stitch.
Remove the paper.

Lower the feed dog and set the thread tension at the
buttonhole symbol.
Set the machine for zigzag stitch, stitch width 3 or 4.
Remove the presser foot including the "ankle" shank and
remember to lower the presser bar in order to tension
the upper thread.
First sew once with a narrower stitch width and rather
high speed on the machine. Then sew once again, this time
with a slightly wider stitch which covers the first
stitching. Move the work somewhat more slowly than
the first time so that the stitches will be close together.
Machine speed should be rather high.
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Mending and darning

With three.step zigzag
Three-step zigzag is a valuable stitch which can be
utilized for mending and darning the majority of
materials. This method is called Quick-mend. The
ordinary presser foot may be used. It is naturally better
if the thread is of the same color as the fabric. The
adjustment should be adapted to the material. To start,
try stitch length 0.3 to 1 and stitch width 3 or 4.
When mending a rip, bring the edges of the fabric
together and sew them together with three step zigzag.
If necessary, reinforce the rip with a piece of fabric on
the wrong side and sew back and forth once or twice.

A patch is sewn on around all edges with a three-step
zigzag. The edges of the patch do not need to be
turned under if the stitch length setting is quite short.
Sewing around the patch several times will strengthen
the mend.
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A threadbare spot is repaired by sewing back and forth
with three-step zigzag. Use the reversing button. For
every row of stitching, guide the fabric slightly to the
side so that the stitches cover the entire worn area. If
the fabric is very much worn, a piece of the fabric or
a lining may be attached to the wrong side of the
material as reinforcement. Use bandage gauze as rein-
forcement material when mending tablecloths, napkins
and towels.
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With straight stitch, using the regular presser foot and
released foot pressure
The fabnc is placed in a hoop. Gauze is used as a
reinforcing material and the hoop is guided back and
forth by hand. The regular presser foot is used and the
presser foot pressure is decreased. Thread tension 4.

\\ ith darning foot
Done br free-hand and therefore requires some practice.
The.,,...:k can be stretched in a hoop and the hoop

should be held so that the fabric rests against the table.
Use gauze as a reinforcement material for larger holes.
Set the machine at straight stitch and decrease thread
tension somewhat (4). Lower the feed dog. Set the
presser foot pressure on the darning ("cross-hatch")
symbol. Install the darning foot.
Place the hoop under the darning foot. Lower the
presser foot and bring up the lower thread. Begin by
sewing back and forth over the hole with long stitches.
Since the feed dog is disengaged, you guide the hoop
back and forth by yourself and thus determine the
stitch length. The faster you move the hoop, the longer
the stitch will be. Keep the machine speed uniform.

Continue in the same manner until threads have been
stitched across the entire hole.
Then turn the work 90" and darn across the hole with
short stitches which are obtained by moving the hoop
slowly back and forth. Keep the machine speed uniform.
If the hole is large, cover it with gauze and then darn
as described above. Darning can also be done on the
bias of the fabric or in circlcs if this would be better
adapted to the structure of the fabric.
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Darning socks
Set the machine at zigzag, stitch width 3. Lower the
feed dog and set the presser foot pressure on the
darning symbol.
Change to the darning foot, thread the machine with
darning cotton and draw the cotton through the needle
eye in the presser foot. Pull the sock over the free arm
and place the hole under the darning foot. Place a strand
of light yarn in the groove on the presser foot and

fasten it with a few stitches in the left-hand edge of the
hole. Stretch the stocking with your fingers and sew the
woolen yarn across the hole by sewing at a slow speed
and slowly guiding the work from side to side. Cut off
the yarn when the hole is filled and darn back and
forth with zigzag across the yarn.
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Synthetic fabrics 35-36

T
Tailor-tacking 8-9
Tape-sew 4
Tape-sew - z ipper s 24 - 27
Terry cloth 30-31
Thread 5

Three-step zigzag 12, 30-31, 33

Top stitching 11

Twin needles 32,39,40

Z
Zrppers 22-27
Zipper in terry cloth 3l
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